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Introduction
The first thing you will notice about the new release of our data warehouse automation platform is a new name: TX DWA. While we have been working with data warehouse automation for years, the name of previous versions did not reflect that. With the new name, we
wish to communicate what the software is all about in a straightforward way, combining the
“TX” of tX2012 and TX2014 with “DWA”.
Of course, the development team have not used all their time since the last release brainstorming names. Along with the new name comes a bunch of new features and improvements of existing features.
One of our goals with this release have been to make it easier to use the data warehouse
created with TX DWA for reporting without going through e.g. OLAP. Another ongoing goal is
to automate as many manual tasks as possible, cutting down on development time and freeing up your time for the most important and unique challenges in the project at hand.
This version introduces seven features that were originally suggested by the community. Remember that you can help us decide what to features to include in future versions of TX
DWA by participating in the feature requests forum on our support site at support.timextender.com.
We hope that you will find the new features useful and as always, we hope that you will find
as much joy in using the software as we have in developing it.
Thomas Lørup Duun
CTO
TimeXtender Software
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New Features
Project Variables and Environment Specific Selection Rules
Project variables allows you to save information in project-wide variables for use in custom
transformations, scripts actions, custom views, customized code and selection rules. You can
use this feature to set up an environment specific selection rule that limit the amount of data
loaded for testing purposes in a development environment, while all data is loaded in the
production environment.
The value of a given variable is determined when you deploy the object that uses the variable. As such, when you have changed a variable it is important to deploy the objects that
uses this variable. The exception is when you use project variables with customized code.
Here, the value of the variables is determined on execution.

Adding a Project Variable
To add a new project variable, follow the steps below.
1. In the project tree, right-click on your project and click on Project Variables. The
Project Variables window opens.
2. Click on Add. A new empty variable is added to the list.
3. In the Name column, type a name for the variable.
4. In the list in the Type column, click on the variable type you wish to use. Click on
Fixed Project to use a fixed value or Context to use one of the following as the
value:
a. Machine Name: The Windows computer name
b. Environment Name: The name of the current TimeXtender environment if
you are using Multiple Environments, such as “dev” or “prod”.
c. User Name: Your Active Directory user name
d. User Domain Name: The active directory domain you are connected to.
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Using a Project Variable in a Custom Transformation Rule, Script Action or
Custom View.
Project variables are available for use when writing a custom transformation rules, a script
action or a custom view. The available variables are listed in the tree view in the right hand
side of the editor window. Simply drag the variable in from the tree to use it.

Note: The variable does not have a specific data type. If, for instance, you wish to use the
variable as a string, make sure to enclose the variable in quotes in the script.

Using a Project Variable in a Selection Rule
To use project variables in conjunction with selection rules, follow the steps below. This can
be used to define Environment Specific selection rules.
1. Right click on a selection rule in the project tree and click on Add Usage Condition.
The Usage Condition panel is displayed in the right hand side of the application
window.
2. In the Usage Condition panel, click on the variable you wish to use.
3. In the Operator list, click on the operator you wish to use. You have the following
options:
 Equal
 NotEqual
 GreaterThan
 LessThan
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 GreaterEqual (Greater than or Equal to)
 LessEqual (Less than or Equal to)
4. In the Comparer list, click on the general data type of the variable, which TX DWA
will use in the comparison. You have the following options:
 String
 Numeric
 Date
5. Type the value you wish to compare the parameter with in the Value box.
6. Click on Add to add the usage condition.

Using a Project Variable with Customized Code
Project variables are available as parameters when using the customized code feature. Click
on Parameters next to a step you have customized on a particular table and select the project variables you wish to use in the Execution Parameters window that opens.

Note: Contrary to the other uses of project variables, the value of the project variables are
determined at the time of execution when used with customized code.

Object and Data Level Security
In TX DWA, you can now control access to objects and data directly on the data warehouse.
Previously, you had to handle security on the OLAP level, in front-end applications, on the
SQL Server or otherwise outside TX DWA. You can configure access on the object level, data
level or both.
The access control features can be found under the new Security heading in the project tree.
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Adding a Database Role
Object level security is based on SQL Server database roles. A user has access to an object if
he is a member of a database role that has access to that object. To add a database role,
follow the steps below.
1. On the Data tab, in the project tree, under Data Warehouses, the relevant data
warehouse and Security, right click on Database Roles and click on Add Database Role. The Database Role Setup window opens.
2. In Name, type a name for the role.
3. If you are using the Multiple Environments feature: In the Member setup list, click
on Environment Specific Role Members if you wish to have a different setup for
different environments. The different environments will then each have a tab in the
list below.
4. Next, you should add users to the role. Click on Add login to role to add Active Directory or SQL Server logins that are known to the SQL Server that the data warehouse resides on. The Select Login(s) window opens. Select the logins you wish to
add in the list and click OK to add the user(s).
5. Click on Add manually to add Active Directory or SQL Server users or groups that
the SQL Server does not know, e.g. users on a production server. The Enter User or
Group ID window opens. In ID, type the user or group id. Under Type, click on AD
user/group or SQL user/group depending on the type of ID you entered. Click
OK to add the user.
6. Click OK to close the window and add the database role, which is listed under Database Roles in the project tree.
If you need to add a new login on the SQL Server, you can right click on Security in the
project tree and click on SQL Server Logins. Here, you can add logins if you have the necessary permissions on the SQL Server. However, for safety reasons, you cannot delete users
here.
On each deployment, TX DWA drops existing roles on the database before recreating them.
By default, TX DWA only drops database roles related to the deploying data warehouse.
However, you can also set TX DWA to drop more database roles with a setting on the data
warehouse. To access the setting, right click on the data warehouse, click on Edit Data
Warehouse and click on Advanced… In the Drop Role Option list, click on Roles Created by Application to drop al roles created by TX DWA or All Roles on Database to
drop all roles all together. This last option is recommended if you want to ensure that all object security is handled within TX DWA.

Assigning Object Level Permissions to Database Roles
To assign permissions to database roles, follow the steps below.
1. On the Data tab, in the project tree, under Data Warehouses and the relevant
data warehouse, right click on Security and click on Object Security Setup. The
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Data Warehouse Access Control window opens.

2. Click on Tables, Views or Schemas in the left-hand column to choose the type of
object you wish to set up access for.
3. In the right-hand column, the table shows table, view or schema names in the leftmost column and database roles in the following columns. Click on the intersection
between the object name and the database role to change the permission for the database role on that object. TX DWA uses the same Allow/Deny concept as SQL Server
with three possible states:
 Not set (grey dot): The database role is not allowed to access the object,
but are not explicitly denied access.
 Allow (green checkmark): The database role is allowed to access the object. However, if a user is a member of a another database role that is denied
access, he will not be able to access the object.
 Deny (red bar): The database role is denied access to the object. Even if a
user is a member of another database role that is allowed access, he will still
be denied access.
4. (Optional) Click on Add Role, Edit Role or Delete Role to add, edit or delete database roles as needed.
5. Click on OK to save changes and close the window.
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Assigning Data Level Permissions
In addition to configuring access on the object level, you can filter the data available to individual Active Directory users or SQL Server database roles. You might, for instance, want a
sales person to be able to see all sales data, but only in his or her own region.
Data level security in TX DWA is based on the concepts of securable columns, securable column setups, secured columns and secured views. This design allows you to create one security model and reuse it on any number of tables.






A securable column contains the values that we wish to use in a filter. Continuing the
example above, it could be “sales region id” in a “sales regions” table.
A securable column setup is a mapping between securable column values and users
or database roles, e.g. what “sales region id” does the sales person have access to.
Each securable column can have multiple securable column setups.
A secured column is a column on the table containing the data we wish to filter. This
could be a “sales region id” column on a “sales transactions” table.
A secured view is a view where all the data, that the user does not have access to, is
filtered out. For instance, all the “sales transactions” rows where the “sales region id”
does not match the “sales region id” the sales person has access to. When using data
level security, the secured view should be used for reporting instead of the table it
secures.

To assign data level security to a table, follow the steps below.
1. On the Data tab, navigate to and expand the table that contains the column you wish
base the permissions on, right click on the table and click on Add Securable Column. The Add Securable Column window opens.

2. (Optional) In the Display Column list, click on the column value you wish to display
instead of the column you are adding as a securable column. If the securable column
contains e.g. an ID, it might be helpful to choose something that is easier to understand, e.g. a name, as the display column.
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3. (Optional) In the <All> Value box, type a value that will be used to indicate all values. This value should be a value that is guaranteed not to be among the securable
column values and be compatible with the data type of the securable column.
4. Click OK. The Add Securable Column Setup window opens to let you add your
first Securable Column Setup.

5. In Name, type a name for the securable column setup.
6. In the Column Values and Security IDs lists, you combine the values in the securable column with the users or database roles that should have permission to access
the data. Select a number of values in the Column Values list and one or more users or database roles in the Security ID list and click on Add->. The resulting pairs
are displayed in the Security Configuration list.
7. (Optional) If you need to assign permissions to a value or a security ID that is not in
either list, type the value or name in the box under the appropriate list and click on
Add. Select Database Role if you wish to add a database role as opposed to an Active Directory user. The Database Role can be an already existing Database Role
managed outside of TX DWA or an TX DWA managed Database Role. For more information on database roles, see Adding a Database Role above.
8. Click OK when you have finished configuring the securable column setup. The securable column setup can be found in the project tree under Security, Securable Columns, [table name], [securable column name].

Applying Data Level Permissions
When you have created a securable column setup, you are ready to use it to apply data level
permissions to a table. To do so, follow the steps below.
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1. Drag and drop the securable column setup in a field on the table in the data warehouse that you wish to secure. A secured view is created and can be found under Security, Secured View, [table name]_SV.
2. If you wish to add further permissions to the view, you can drag and drop a securable column setup on the view. The Add Field window opens.
3. In the Field Name list, select the field that contains the values you wish to use in
the filter with the securable column setup.
4. Click OK. The field is added to the secured view.

Aggregate Tables
In TX DWA, we have redone our implementation of aggregate tables. Aggregated tables enables you to create an aggregated version of almost any table in your project. Sometimes,
you will not need the transactional level in financial or sales reports, but only data grouped
by business unit or sales team. This makes the aggregated tables feature very useful if you
are doing reporting directly from you data warehouse as opposed to using, for instance,
OLAP cubes.

Adding an Aggregated Table
To add an aggregated table, follow the steps below.
1. In the project tree, under Tables in a data warehouse, right click on the table, you
wish to add an aggregated version of, click on Advanced and click on Add Aggregate Table. The Add Aggregrate Data Table window opens.
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2. Under GroupBy, you can choose what columns on the table the aggregated table
should use for grouping the aggregated data. Click on the column you wish to use in
the empty list under Table: [table name]. Type a name for the field in Field
name. If the column you have chosen contain date values, click on the list under
GroupBy Type to adjust the granularity of the grouping. You can choose second,
minute, hour and all the way up to year. Note that you can use the same date column multiple times with different GroupBy types. For other data types, the GroupBy
type will always be Value.
3. Under Aggregate, you can choose what columns from the table you wish to have
aggregated. Click on the column you wish to use in the empty list under Table: [table name]. Type a name for the field in Field name. Click on the list under Aggregation Type and click on the method you wish to use for calculating the aggregation. You have the following options:
 Min: The lowest value of the field in question.
 Max: The highest value of the field in question.
 Count: The number of rows.
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Count_Big: Same as count, but is able to count higher than 2^31, because
it uses the bigint data type instead of the int data type.
 DistinctCount: The number of unique values in the field.
 Sum: The sum of all row values.
 Average: The average of all row values.
4. Click OK. The aggregated table is added under Tables and can be recognized by its
yellow icon.

Physical Foreign Keys
TX DWA can now store physical foreign keys in your data warehouse. While TX DWA already
knows how tables are related, physical foreign keys stores this information in the data warehouse, enabling other applications that read from the data warehouse to know the relationships between tables as well.
This feature is useful when creating reports directly from the data warehouse. For instance,
with physical foreign keys enabled, Microsoft PowerPivot can find related tables when importing tables for use in reports. In addition to that, you can set up PivotTables without first
defining the relationships between tables.

Applying Physical Foreign Keys
To make a relationship between two tables physical, follow the steps below.
1. On the Data tab, in a data warehouse, in a table, right click on a relation, click on
Relationship type and click on Error with a physical relation.
2. Repeat step one for all relations on tables that you wish to use for e.g. reporting in
another application.
Note: The physical relation cannot be enabled on views. Tables with physical relation enabled needs to have a unique key. You can ensure this by right-clicking on the key and clicking on Add Primary Key. Tables with physical relation enabled cannot have any missing
links, i.e. foreign keys that does not exist in the table the foreign key points to. However,
since the relationship is defined as “error with physical relation”, rows with errors such as
this will be moved to the error table.

Date Dimension Automation
In this release, we introduce the date table to add time dimensions to a project in an easy
and flexible way. The date table replaces the time table, which we now consider to be deprecated. Time tables in existing projects will continue to work as usual, but new projects
should use the date table instead.
In addition to day of month, day of quarter, week of year and other ordinary information
about each date, date tables also contain index columns. An index column is a column in the
table that tells you something about the date’s relation to the current date. Data tables contain year, quarter, month and week index columns. All index column values for today’s date
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are 0, while for instance, any day last year would have a year index of -1. This makes it trivial to compare e.g. the same month, day or quarter across years.
Indexes are one new feature in date tables compared to time tables, while custom periods
are another. Custom periods are special periods of time, for instance holidays or yearly sales
campaigns, and enables you to easily track data across these reoccurring time periods.

Adding a date table
To add a date table, follow the steps below.
1. In the project tree on a data warehouse, right click on Tables and click on Add
Date Table. The Add Date Table window opens.
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2. Type a Name for the table.
3. Select a Date range by entering a Start date and an End date. Instead of entering an End date, you can enter a number of days to add to the current date in Days
ahead. This way, your date table will effectively never end.
4. Under Date display, select the Format you wish to use for dates. You have the following options:
 YYYY-MM-DD
 DD-MM-YYYY
 MM-DD-YYYY
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5. Select which Separator to use in the format you chose. You have the following options:
 - (dash)
 / (slash)
 . (dot)
6. Under Week numbering, click on the First day of the week. You have the following options:
 Sunday
 Monday
7. Select the how to define the First week of the year. You have the following options:
 First 4-day week (following the ISO 8601 standard, common in Europe)
 Starts on Jan 1 (common in North American)
 First full week
8. Under Fiscal year, click on Staggered to use a staggered fiscal year and click on
the first month of the staggered fiscal year in the First month list.
9. (Optional) Click on Add under Custom periods if you wish to add a custom period.
In the custom period window that opens, you can type a Name for the custom period and Name, Start date and End date for the included periods. You can also import and export custom periods by clicking Import and Export respectively.
10. (Optional) Click on Custom names if you wish to change the names used for days,
quarters and months. In the Date Table Custom Names window that opens, you
can type the names you wish to use. The default is derived from the regional settings.

Adding a Date Dimension
To add a date dimension on your OLAP server based on a date table, follow the steps below:
1. On the cubes tab, on you OLAP server, right click on Dimensions and click on Add
Time Dimension. The Add Date Dimension window opens.
2. Type a Name for your Date Dimension, click on the date table you wish to use as a
basis for the date dimension in the Table list and click on OK.
3. The date dimension will then be created based on the data table and appear in the
OLAP tree under Dimensions. It includes date, week, month, quarter, half year and
year dimension levels, in both fiscal year and non-fiscal year variations, as well as
any custom periods and Calendar and Fiscal Calendar hierarchies.
4. (Optional) It might be useful to configure any custom period dimension levels to use
the name of the custom period as a key. If, for instance, you have defined a number
of national holidays across many years, these will then be grouped as opposed to a
having “unique” yearly holidays for each year. To do so, right click on any custom period level and click Edit Dimension Level and click on [custom period
name]Name in the Key Column list.
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Execution Prioritization
You can now choose what objects to prioritize during a managed execution. This is useful if
you, for instance, only have a small timeslot for extracting data from a source, or I you
would like to have a certain cube ready for the users as early as possible during execution.
In previous versions, you could accomplish this by chaining execution packages together, but
with the prioritization feature, you now have a much easier way.

Setting Up a New Priotization
To set up a new prioritization for use in an execution package, follow the steps below.
1. On the Execution tab, right click on Prioritizations and click on Add Prioritization. The Add Prioritizing Set window opens.

2. In Name, type a name for the prioritization.
3. Drag and drop an object from the Available Objects tree to Selected Objects to
add this object to prioritized objects.
4. Click on an object in the Selected Objects list to have the execution steps for that
object displayed under Object Settings. Select or clear the individual steps under
Selected steps to configure what steps will be prioritized in the execution. For instance, you might only want to prioritize the transfer of data from a specific table because your priority is to have the transfer completed as soon as possible.
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5. Select Blocking if you wish for the execution to halt all other execution tasks until
the selected steps for the selected object has been completed.
6. Click on OK to close the window and create the new prioritization, which will be
added to the tree.

Applying Prioritization to an Execution package
To make use of a prioritization, you need to activate it on an execution package. To do so,
follow the steps below.
1. On the Execution tab, expand Execution Packages and right click on an execution
package. The Edit Execution Package window opens.
2. In the Prioritizer list, click on the prioritization you wish to apply to the execution
package.
3. Click OK.

Limit Concurrent Transfers on Data Source
You can now put a limit on the number of concurrent transfers from a specific data source.
Some data sources can only handle a certain number of connections before adding more
connections will actually slow down the overall performance of the transfer rather than
speed it up. This new setting enables you to prevent the execution engine in TX DWA from
doing more concurrent transfers than the source can handle.

Limiting Concurrent Transfers
To limit the amount of concurrent transfers from a data source, follow the steps below.
1. On the Data tab, expand Business Units, the relevant business unit and Data
Sources. Right click on the data source in question, click on Advanced and Advanced Settings… The Advanced Settings window opens.
2. In Max Concurrent Transfers, enter the maximum number of concurrent transfers,
and click on OK.

Allow Failing Data Source
You probably have some source systems in your solution that are less than critical for your
reporting. You can now configure your solution so that the entire execution does not stop
just because the software cannot reach these noncritical systems. Instead, you can choose
to keep the newest data from the system in question until fresh data can be fetched.

Allowing a Data Source to Fail
Follow the steps below to allow a data source to fail.
1. On the Data tab, expand Business Units, the relevant business unit and Data
Sources. Right click on the data source in question, click on Advanced and Advanced Settings… The Advanced Settings window opens.
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2. In the Transfer Failure Option list, click on the option you wish to use if the transfer should fail. You have the following options:
 Fail stop execution: Stops execution and reports the execution as failed.
 Continue without data: Continues the execution, pretending that the
source contains no data.
 Continue with existing data: Continues execution, retaining the existing
data from the source.
Note: If you use additional connectors, you need to configure this setting on the additional
data source as well as the template data source.
If a data source, that you have allowed to fail, fails during execution, the following execution
message will be recorded: “Execution was successful, but one or more data sources failed”.

Resume Execution
You can now resume a failed execution from the point of failure. This is useful since, with
managed execution, you cannot always determine in what order TX DWA will execute tables.
This means that if an execution fails, a complete restart of the execution is usually the only
way to ensure that everything is executed correctly.

Resuming a Failed Execution
When an execution fails, resume the execution by following the steps below.
1. First, you need to identify the error. On the Execution tab, right click on the failed
execution package, and click on View Execution History Log. The Execution Log
window opens.
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2. Click on View in the Execution Message column next to the failed execution to display the error message. Close the message and the Execution Log window.
3. Second, you need to solve the error you identified in the execution message. Remember to deploy any changed objects as necessary.
4. Now you are ready to resume the execution. Open the Execution Log again as described in step 1.
5. Right click on the execution you wish to resume and click on Resume Execution.
The Execute window opens.
6. Click Start to begin the execution.
7. Repeat steps 1-6 if the execution package fails again.

AnySource Adapter
With the AnySource Adapter, you can connect to any data source that you have an OLE DB
or ADO provider installed for on your server. Instead of waiting on us to create a new data
source connector that enables you to connect to a specific system, you can now acquire a
provider from the system developer or a third party vendor.

Adding a AnySource OLE DB or ADO Data Source
The setup for the AnySource adapter is similar for the OLE DB and ADO based adapter. To
add an AnySource OLE DB or ADO data source, follow the steps below.
1. On the Data tab, right click on Data Source, click on Data Sources and click on
Add AnySource OLE DB or Add AnySource ADO. The AnySource OLE DB or
AnySource ADO window opens.
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2. In the Name box, type a name for the data source.
3. In the Provider list, click on the provider you wish to use.
4. In the property sheet, edit the settings for the connection. See the documentation for
the provider you are using for more information.
5. (Optional) Enter the number of seconds after which a command should time out in
Command Timeout.
6. (Optional) In the Use Integration Services for Transfer list, click on As Parent
to use the same setting as the parent business unit or Yes or No to use or not use
Integration Services for transfer, respectively.
7. Click on Test Connection to verify that the connection is working.
8. Click on Advanced settings to access additional settings. The Advanced Data
Source Properties window opens.
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9. In the Query Formatting list, type the Prefix, Suffix and Separator used in the
source. Click on Read Value to fill in the values automatically if possible.
10. In the Character Replacements list, you can type a Replace Character to replace with the Replace Value in data from the data source.
11. In the Schema Properties list, type the Schema Name, Table Name, ColumnName etc. There is help available for finding the correct column names. Click on Table Schema to have TX DWA read and display the table schema and click on Column Schema to have TX DWA read and display the column schema from the first
available table.
12. In the Object Filtering list, you can choose to filter the tables you receive from the
provider using regular expressions or different string comparisons. Click on Table or
Schema in the Object Type list, click on a filter type in the Filter Type list and
type a value in the Filter Value List.
13. Click on OK to close the Advanced Data Source Properties window.
14. Click on OK to close the AnySource OLE DB or AnySource ADO window and add
the adapter.
Note: On other data sources, you can use the preview feature in TX DWA to view the content of a table on the source. This might not work on AnySource data sources since the TX
DWA does not know exactly what the source is and what syntax to use. However, you can
use the query tool to explore the content of a table.

Adding Query Tables
When you connect to a data source in TX DWA, you can use the read objects feature to list
the content of the source and pick the tables and fields you wish to use in your solution.
However, some AnySource providers allows you to connect to a data source, but cannot list
the contents of it. To enable you to use these data sources in TX DWA, we have included the
Query Tables feature. While the SQL behind ordinary tables is created by TX DWA, you write
the query that brings query tables to life.
To add a query table, follow the steps below.
1. Connect to a data source using the AnySource adapter.
2. Right click on the data source, click on Advanced and click on Query Table
Setup. The Query table Setup window opens.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Click on Add. A new table is added to the list.
In the Name box, type a name for the table.
(Optional) In the Schema box, type a schema to use.
In Query, enter the query you wish to use for creating the table. The query should
follow the syntax required by the source.
7. Add the tables you need and click on OK.
8. Right click on the data source and click on Read Objects from Data Source. The
tables are listed in the panel in the right-hand side of TX DWA and can be included
in the project like any other table.

SQL Database Cleanup
To prevent accidental data loss, deleting a table in TX DWA does not delete the physical table on the SQL Server. The downside is that tables deleted in TX DWA still takes up space in
the database. In the new release, we have added the SQL database cleanup feature to enable you to identify tables left behind by TX DWA that you can delete to free up space.

Identifying and Deleting Tables with SQL Database Cleanup
To use the database cleanup feature, follow the steps below.
1. In the project tree, right click on a data warehouse, click on Advanced and click on
SQL Database Cleanup Wizard. TX DWA will read the objects from the database
and open the SQL Database Cleanup window.
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2. In the SQL Database Cleanup window, the content of the database is listed. Expand
the root node, [database name] ([SQL Server Version]), to display the categories of content found on the second level. Depending on the content, the following
categories are displayed:
 Tables: Tables in the database unrelated to any TX DWA project.
 Views: Views in the database unrelated to any TX DWA project.
 Procedures: Procedures in the database unrelated to any TX DWA project.
 Functions: Functions in the database unrelated to any TX DWA project.
 Deleted Project Object: Objects deleted from the project, but not from the
database. These should be safe to drop.
 Project Objects (<Unresolved Project: [project id]>): Objects in the
database related to an unknown TX DWA project, i.e. a project not in the current repository.
 Project Objects ([name of project]): Objects in the database related to a
project in the current repository.
3. Expand Project Objects to display a list of object ids in the project. If you expand an
object id, the tables, views etc. related to the object are listed. For example, if the
object is a table, the valid, raw and other instances of the table are listed.
4. Right click on a table, view, procedure or function and click on Script to display the
SQL script behind the object.
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5. Right click on a table, view, procedure or table and click on Drop to drop the object
from the database. Click Yes, when TX DWA asks you to confirm the drop. A message will tell you if the action succeeded or failed.
6. Right click on an object id or a Project Objects item and click on Drop to drop the
object and all objects on the levels below. A window will open with a list of the objects that will be dropped. Clear the selection for any tables you wish to keep and
click on Drop.
Note: TX DWA will automatically clear the selection for any incrementally loaded tables or tables with history enabled to prevent accidental data loss. TX DWA will ask
you to confirm if you wish to drop those table types.
7. When you have dropped the all the objects you wish to remove from the database,
close the window.

Dynamic Project Perspectives
We have made substantial improvements to the project perspectives feature in the new release. A project perspective can now automatically figure out which tables and other objects
belong in the perspective based on the dependencies of the objects. If you choose to include
a cube, all the tables that delivers data to this cube will automatically be included. Since project perspectives can be executed, this is handy for executing just the tables needed for a
specific cube, for instance.

Adding a Project Perspective
To add a project perspective, dynamic or static, follow the steps below.
1. In the project tree, right click on Project Perspectives and click on Add/Edit
Project Perspectives. The Project Perspectives window open.
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2. Click on Add Perspective. A new column is added to the grid with the name “Perspective” in the Perspective Name row. Double-click on the name to edit it and
click outside the field when you have finished typing. Select Dynamic Perspective
if you wish to make the new project perspective dynamic. You can change this setting at any time.
3. Each OLAP server, data warehouse and business unit is listed in the first column of
the grid. Click on the + besides the OLAP server, data warehouse or business unit to
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show the objects child elements. Select the cubes, dimensions and tables you wish
to include in your project perspective. If you add an object to a dynamic perspective,
dependent objects will be added automatically. You can recognize dynamically added
objects by the checkbox with an indeterminate state.
4. Click on OK. The new project perspective now appears under Project Perspectives in the project tree.

Improved Features
Deselect Objects on Manual Execution
You can now deselect individual objects when you manually execute an object that has child
objects, for instance a data warehouse or the entire project.
In the Execute window, you can expand the tree in the Task tab and clear the selection on
the objects you do not wish to execute during this particular execution.

Exclude Step and Full Load Execution Package Options
The new release enables you to choose what steps to exclude in an execution package. This
is very useful if you wish, for instance, to execute the entire project except a specific table.
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In previous versions, you would have to include all tables except the table you wished to exclude. In addition to being laborious to set up, you had to update the execution package
with each new table you created.

When an execution with excluded steps has finished, a message will appear to tell you that
some steps were excluded from the execution and offer you to view the execution log where
excluded steps are marked.
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Another small improvement in the new release is the option to set up an execution package
to full load otherwise incrementally loaded tables. Incremental load is designed for scenarios
where rows of data are not deleted. Because of this, it can be useful to full load a table occasionally, e.g. each Sunday, to make sure that any data deleted in the source system is also
removed from the data warehouse.
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Partial Deployment in Multiple Environments
When you use multiple environments, you can now deploy parts of a project on a remote
system. In earlier versions, you had to deploy the entire project, even when you only had
changed a single table.

Performing a Partial Deployment
To perform a partial deployment on a remote system, follow the steps below.
1. In the ribbon, on the tools tab, click on Multiple Environment Transfer. The Multiple Environment Transfer window opens.
2. Right click on the remote system folder icon and click on Partial Deployment. The
Remote Deployment Window opens.
3. A list of deployable objects is displayed. Select the objects you wish to deploy and
click on Deploy.
4. While deployment is under way, the Partial Deploy windows displays the deployment status. When deployment has finished, a window opens with a list of the deployment tasks completed. Select Show Time if you wish to see the start and end
time for the deployment of individual steps. Click on Close to close the window and
click on Close again to close the Multiple Environments Transfers window.

Warning on Deployment if Customized Code might be Outdated
TX DWA will display a warning message if you try to deploy a table with customized code
where the table has changed in TX DWA since you last customized the code. Often, you
need to update the customized code when you have made other changes to the table and
we hope this feature will help you catch some errors earlier.
TX DWA displays the warning message when the deployment window opens. Click on OK to
close the message. On the Customize Code Warning tab, you can see what tables might
have outdated customized code.
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If you click on Start after closing the message, TX DWA will assume that you have things
under control and not display the message again for the same issue.
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Compression of Raw Tables
You can now enable compression on the raw instance for a table. For the raw instance of a
table, row based compression will often be the best match, while page based compression is
recommended for the valid instance. For both instances, index compression is recommended.

Better Logging of Successful Steps
TX DWA tracks the “dirty” objects in a project, i.e. objects that have not been deployed since
they last changed. In previous versions, TX DWA would not change the status of an object if
it was part of a deployment that failed, even though the particular object was successfully
deployed. In TX DWA, objects do not continue to be considered “dirty” if they have been
successfully deployed, even if the overall deployment failed.

QlikView Application Adapter Improvements
We have made three small improvements to our QlikView application adapter. You can now
configure advanced properties for connections through connection overrides. In QlikView Ta-
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ble Model Setup, you can now select multiple rows in one operation and set fields as “qualified”. Qualified fields have table names added to distinguish them from other fields with similar names in other tables.

Setting Up Connection Overrides
To set up connection overrides for a QlikView model, follow the steps below.
1. On the QlikView tab, under QlikView Models, right click on a QlikView model and
click on Setup Connection Overrides. The Connection Overrides window opens.
2. Click on a data warehouse or staging database in the left-hand list and edit the connection string in the right-hand box.
3. Click on OK when you are done.
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Bug Fixes
15.10.1
ID

Text

28

Transformation View cannot handle fields with Square Brackets '[' & ']' in name

37

Cube browser problem on WIN 2012 Server

39

Wrong data movement can be created

41

Execution of External SSIS packages does not wait for completion

43

Only default translation script created when deploying QlikView Model

65

Issue with Pre Steps on Table Inserts in Execution Graph

66

Data Cleansing errors not logged to trace file or event log

94

Long wait on change on dwh and staging database

116

Save project as can save with empty name

138

Project perspectives - Ribbon fix

141

Action being performed on this control is being called from the wrong thread

142

Naming convention on data sources should allow space in the name

145

Partitioning Function: varchar(50) causes error.

146

Type not remembered on create of partition template

149

Import: Object null reference

155

Change provider has visible providers that is not part of the license

164

Work Item dialog should not close when a project closes.

167

Issue with Execution Number in Multiple Developer Scenarios

169

Issue with calculations in the Time Table with different Date format settings

170

GUI Issue in the Hierarchy Table dialogue

171

Execute Work item does not work

181

Syntax issue in AX Adapter with Single Table Usage and Template Data Sources

185

Hierarchy - Member Keys are Unique setting not remembered

186

No warning is given when deleting a measure being using by another measure.

189

AX adapter sync. problem

190

NAV Table with . in staging name

191

Check for Circular Relation also checks "Relation Only relations".
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192

Divalto ODBC Set DateTime problem

193

Smart Synch. on DWH does not show views.

194

Progress ODBC selection rule value formatting on timestamp datatype

197

Custom code with custom selection rule error

198

Popup Error on Level creation in dimension without key

199

Irregular annoying movements when doing drag & drop lookup fields

205

Multiple Environments - Slow transfer of project between environments

206

Progress ODBC: Issue with missing fields in the custom View editor for newly selected fields
until after deployment

207

Fix for Synchronize External Table

208

Data movement to Conditional lookup should not be possible

209

Dimension browsing should not be possible on levels with no hierarchy enabled.

210

Query Tool does not respect max no or rows on NAV and AX Adapter Sources

211

OLAP: Issue with trailing space in fact table name

213

Multiple Environments: Stop transferring ScheduleJobLogs between environments

214

Update of incremental values is on nav and ax is done to soon

221

Conditional lookup problem (Between)

222

Executing a Package within another Package

223

Nav child Adapter doesn't clean up on project deletion

224

Second deployment on Partitioned tables fails when using a Varchar field to partition over

225

Issue with Lookup using MAX/Group By when the lookup field itself is part of the join

226

Issue with Convert Data Source to an application specific ODBC

228

Pre post steps are executed on guarded tables

229

Time Table with space in end of name

230

Null exception when pressing CTRL-ALT-D (or E) on data source sql

233

Conditional Lookups are sorted wrong in data cleansing

234

Single edit text file data source remapping/changes bug

235

Slow resolve of dependencies on execution

237

Invalid data movement can be created

238

Issue with Text Files data type conversion error

239

AX Synchronization problem when datatype changes
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254

Project perspectives: Error when deleting a perspective in use

258

Issue with Many-To-Many relations on Cube

259

Error in Nested Case calculation

260

Deleting Parameter Used in OLAP script corrupts repository

276

Oracle data type fixes

291

Cannot enable Source based incremental load on Partitioned Table

292

Partitoning issues

303

Stop deployment of a valid table that will override History or target based table with a different id

313

Add existing range value in Partition Template with Manual setup

319

Add Field transformation on a field that does not support it

324

Partition Template default Year Month Null-conversion

327

Delete external/BU with dynamic depended objects (perspective)

15.10.2
ID

Text

337

Lookup indexes on tables with blank space in name

338

Wrong timeout parameter used in Table Inserts

341

Issue with global database for Text file providers

342

Wrong escape type for db2 is now ' should be "

15.10.3
ID

Text

344

Incremental selection rule wrong SQL on ax/nav

345

Execution Package with sub package errors

346

Problem with execution when same stage is executed in two threads

15.10.5
ID

Text

350

Foreign Keys deployment error

358

Single text file table should provide better naming of the table

35

15.11.1
ID

Text

373

Perspectives: Dynamic added objects isn't always shown in the perspective

374

Spelling of 'Objects' is wrong in Prioritizing dialog

375

Text file table name is only 20 chars in dialogue

376

Global database problem on AnySource ADO and OleDb

377

Informix - wrong escape character

15.11.2
ID

Text

380

Wrong unsigned integer types on TX ADO Any Source

381

AX varchar(max) and nvarchar(max) problem

365

Saturday as first day of week missing

333

Wrong icon for step date table fill

347

Date Table: Custom Names doesn't apply to all fields on the table

379

Date Table: Format & Separator should be applied for Custom Periods

15.11.3
ID

Text

385 Problem with ntext and text sql data types on AX and NAV
386 Any source view schema options missing - plus misc fixes.
387 E-conomic SOAP API No Data for specific table
388 Query Tables does not apply the schema the first time
389 Issue with the Sun adapter
390 Issue with Usage Condition for Selection Rules on Adapters
391 Junk Dimension Key issue – Can cause project corruption.
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15.12.1
ID

Text

402 Linked Server issue in External SQL Connection
404 Problem with execution package execution with sub packages
405 Full load feature not working on some adapters
406 Binary incremental problem on GP adapter
407 Project cannot be deployed to sql 2005

15.12.2
ID

Text

436 Threaded Execution Error

15.12.3
ID

Text

461 Wrong ODBC Escape Character (Accent Grave and Quote has been switched)

15.12.4
ID

Text

464 Cannot open project with Custom Condition on SQL Snippet transformation
466 Fixed Join on text field with empty value - error loading project tree
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